EM Assist

An Emergency Management Knowledge and Resource Base
Categorizes terms by hazard, resource, and function, and also indexes the terms alphabetically.

You may review all terms associated with a hazard, resource, or function -- or you can use EM Assist as an expanded dictionary.
Examines the process of designing, developing, and conducting exercises. It looks at the process from needs assessment through evaluation.
EM Assist Overview

EM ASSIST provides information about hazards, resources, and organizations associated with emergency management. It also provides definitions, training aids, checklists, and "how-to" tools to assist those who must deal with emergencies.

Whenever you see text highlighted or colored as is the text below, it indicates that by clicking your mouse on that text you will go to the information screens linked to that text. Go ahead and click on an item below to go to the section listed. (Also, try the HELP button near the top of the screen over on the right.)

EM Assist – Who Needs It?

Table of Contents – Emergency Management Definitions, Resources, and Concepts
On-Line Version

- A Service
  - Continual Updates on Terms and Tools
  - Industry Watch on New Concepts, Technologies, and Methods
- Organized by Organization, Functions, Skills, Hazards, Disciplines (law enforcement, fire, EMS, Etc.), Legal

- A Product - Combination of best of local and online capabilities
EM Assist Online Guide

Our Mission: to help you and your team protect best what you value most – family, friends, and community.

- Read This First - Vital Info
- How do I ...?
- Issues to Consider

- Index of Screens
- Topics of Interest
  - Schools
  - Workplace Violence
  - Hospitals
  - Business & Industry
  - Airports
  - Civil Disturbance
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See also EM Assist (Hyperwriter edition) Extensive definitions, how-to's, checklists, and exercise material

Use Alt-Tab to go between EM Assist and EM Assist Online
March 2000 Edition

New Topics

- Hiring and training personnel
- Improving management practices
- Making do with tight funding
- Using dual-use facilities to improve response capabilities
More New Topics

- Enhancing the workplace environment
- Implementing "best practices" for small and large organizations
- Increased use of "lessons learned" to prevent repeat mistakes
Our Mission: to help you and your team protect best what you value most -- family, friends, and community.